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Mitigating Digital Risk

We can protect ourselves from digital risk by looking at the following:
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● Connecting securely
● Securing our devices
● Setting strong passwords

● Updating our Browsers
● Sending Secure Messages
● Managing Social Media



Connecting Securely
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Connecting Securely

How can we protect the data we send and receive over the internet?
● Using HTTPS
● Using password-protected wifi
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HTTP vs HTTPS

What’s the difference?
● HTTPS is an extension of HTTP
● HTTPS promotes secure communication over the internet
● HTTPS protects against man-in-the-middle attacks
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Open Wifi vs. Password-protected Wifi

What’s the difference?
● Open wifi can be joined by any internet-enabled device
● Your device is actively seeking these connections
● Public wifi at the library is often open
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Risks on the open networks

What are the risks of sticking to HTTP or using an open network?
● Network snooping
● Man in the middle attacks
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Network Snooping

● A tool called Wireshark intercepts wifi traffic
○ Usernames
○ Passwords
○ Authentication cookies

● HTTPS disallows Wireshark from capturing usernames and 
passwords, but does allow it to pick up on cookies
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Man-in-the-middle Attacks

Tell me more… 
● An attacker secretly relays and possibly alters communication
● Both of the parties in the communication are manipulated to believe 

they are talking with a trusted source
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Recommendations
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Recommendations

Start here to connect securely:
● If possible, avoid logging in to open networks
● Use a (trusted) hot spot instead
● Delete old networks 
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Recommendations

Start here to connect securely:
● Set your phone up to ask to join networks
● Always use HTTPS, no exceptions
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Recommendations

For ninja-level privacy:
● Use a VPN (do lots of research before selecting)
● Change your MAC address before connecting to WiFi
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If you must use open wifi

Connecting on protected networks isn’t always possible. Here are some 
tips for using open networks:
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● Watch what you browse
● Choose your wifi wisely
● Turn off file sharing and 

AirDrop

● Work from local copies
● Turn off wifi when you’re done
● Keep your security settings up 

to date 



Correct the Mistake
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Correct the Mistake

There is no difference between HTTP and HTTPS.
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Correct the Mistake

In a man-in-the-middle attack, the end users can tell that 
their communications are being manipulated.
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Correct the Mistake

It’s a good idea to check my bank accounts while using 
open wifi.
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